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Dri f ti n g
By Katia D. Ulysse

Akashic Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 224 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.3in. x 1.4in.An arresting
account of the contemporary Haitian-American experience. --Publishers WeeklyThis novel in short
stories will appeal to readers of literary and Caribbean fiction. --Library JournalUlysse displaces
and redeems her characters with formidable skill, while her precise cuts through all
preconceptions. . . . Intense and necessary. --BooklistHumanity is lost and found in these stories. . .
Ulysse has created a fascinating world of class and cultural distinctions; her stories are engaging. -Kirkus ReviewsA good, worthwhile read. --Book LustDrifting is a remarkable debut by a
phenomenal writer. Much like Sandra Cisneross The House on Mango Street, this sublime and
powerful book allows us to experience the joys and tragedies of ordinary and extraordinary lives, in
small neighborhoods and big cities, in the present and the past. Katia D. Ulysses talent soars higher
and higher to expand both our hearts and our universe. --Edwidge Danticat, author of Claire of the
Sea LightWe already know that the Haitian-American community can produce some of our very
finest fiction writers. With Drifting, Katia D. Ulysse proves that point once again, evoking the
immigrant experience with delicacy, gravity, and pathos. Refreshing and arresting on...
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Reviews
A fresh e-book with a brand new standpoint. Sure, it is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been printed in an extremely
straightforward way and it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Deondr e Ha ckett
The very best pdf i at any time read through. This is for all those who statte there had not been a worthy of studying. You wont sense monotony at
whenever you want of your own time (that's what catalogs are for concerning when you request me).
-- Fa bia n K uhlma n II
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